472	MACHINE DESIGN'
Compression in jib due to chain tension = 10,000 Ibs.; Compression in jib due to load =35,800 Ibs.; Combined compression due to both = 10,000X35,800 =45,800 Ibs. Unit compression=combined compression -^area of the two
4^800	_ _.
channels *=—— =1526 Ibs. 30
Maximum fiber stress  due to combined  flexure and com-
60000 pression = 7i2o + i526=8647 Ibs.   The factor of safety =         •
=6.96.    If a smaller factor of safety were desired, smaller channels could be used.   The jib may be checked for shear.
The load might be moved nearly up to the mast, hence the joint at F must be designed for a total shear of 10,000 Ibs. The pin and bearing at G, as well as the supporting framework for the bearing must be capable of sustaining a lateral force = BC =8950 Ibs. in any direction. The pivot and step at H must be capable of sustaining the lateral force ^£ = 8950 Ibs., as well as a vertical downward thrust of 10,000 Ibs. +the weight of the crane.
260. Pillar-crane Frame.—Fig. 275 shows an outline of the frame of a pillar crane. HN represents the floor level; HK represents the pillar, which is extended for support to L\ KM represents one or more tension rods; MH represents the brace. The load hangs from M in the line ab. The pillar is supported horizontally at H, and vertically and horizontally at L. The force polygon shows the horizontal forces at H and L = 30,000 Ibs. and the vertical force at L= 10,000 Ibs. From these the supports may be designed. These supports should provide for rotary motion of the crane about KL, the axis of the pillar. The brace may be treated as in the jib crane, the compressive force being 21,400 Ibs. The tension rods may be designed for the force 15,800 Ibs.
The forces sustained by the pillar are  as follows   (see Fig. 276):  FE, the horizontal component of AE,== 15,000 Ibs., acts

